**Issue Summary Paper Peer Review Guidelines:**

1. **Title:**

   Is the issue stated in question form? If not, help them with ideas for the title. If so, does it catch a reader’s interest? Does it remain neutral?

2. **Section One: Quick Summary:**

   Does it have a descriptive heading – bolded and underlined?

   Does it introduce the basic issue? Does it give necessary background and context? Does it cover the issue so the reader will know what the rest of the paper is going to be about?

3. **Section Two: (Issue Exploration)**

   Does it have a descriptive heading – bolded and underlined?

   *If the heading doesn't make it clear, does it include who the stakeholders are?

   Does it have effective paraphrasing of evidence/statistics/information backing this perspective?

   Are all paraphrasing and direct quotes cited correctly?

   *If it is a block quote, is the period inside the parenthetical citation? If it is a block quote, the quotation marks should be taken off and the quote should be indented as a whole piece from the left margin.

   Do they have at least one direct quote for the perspective?